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1. INTRODUCTION

The weak magnetic ffelds rassociated with bioelectric activity have
been studied for over twenty years. This area of research has becom.e
kuorirn as biomagnetiam and has.contributed to the development of sophis-
ticated magnetic field detectors with extremely high sensitivity. However,
magnetic measurements have not been widely applied in normal clinical
pedicine.

The level of the magnetic ff.elds generated by the cellular sourees is
several orders of magnitude lower in comparison to the magnetic noise in a
typical laboratory or clinical environment, which complicates the measure-
pssf, tsghnique and demands efiective noise rejection methods and signal
proeessing procedures. There exist in biomagnetism some commonly used
measurement methods such as mappiug and the difierent lead systems for
mqgnetocardiography (MCG). However, not one of them so far has been
standardized and commonly accepted as a clinical research method as
has for example the normal l2-lead system in eleetrocardiography (ECG).
This renders difficult to compare the results obtained by different research
groups. The theory of the interpretation of the detected field distribution
and the modelling of the source has been developed by many researchers,
but there has not been made so far any extensive and complete iovestiga-
tion of the diagnostic performance of the magnetic measurement method
for example in magnetocardiography.

Interest in studying the maguetic fi.eld of the heart is stimulated by
the potential clinical applications and the possibility that magnetocardiog-
raphy might provide new information on the electrophysiological features
of the heart. The origin of the MCG are the ionic currents associated. with
the activation of the conduction system and muscle fibers of the heart.
These ionic currents are sources to both MCG and ECG and thus the
great question of MCG is, what is its relationship to ECG?

Currently growing interest in biomagnetism has iacreased the need
for sensitive multichannel magnetometers. When a multichannel detector
system is used in MCG, the three magnetic heart vector components can
be measured simultaneously. This means that the vector is recorded in
real time and the variation in its parameters can be monitored during
each heart beat. The use of multichannel magnetometers also shortens
the time needed for the measuremect, which is an important factor in
screening studies. In magnetoencephalographic studies, where the spatial
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dietribution of the mrgnetic field is important, a magaetometer with
several channels will give additional information on the function of the
brain.

In the present thesis there has been studied a biomagnetic instrumen-
tation designed especially for magnetocardiographic studies with the
uaipositional lead system, together with the properties of this instrumen-
tation in the detecting of normal vector magnetocardiograms. This over-
view surveys the studies presented in this thesis and briefly discusses the
studies made by the other investigators in this research area.

Chapter 2 summarizes the basic theory of the generation of bioelectric
and biomagnetic flelds and the effect of the volume conductor. The
difrerence between the sources of ECG and MCG and the concept of
secondary sources is discussed. Chapter 3 reviews difierent Bource models
and presents the electric and magnetic heart vector models. The lead
field theory aud difrerent vectormagnetocardiographic lead systems are
reviewed. The corrected uaipositional lead system is presented and its
properties are discussed. Chapter 4 treats ofthe spectra ofthe biomagnetic
fields and the magnetic noise in s laboratory environment. Also included is
a brief discussion of the nature of the noise sources and the way different
interferences are generated. Chapter 5 describes difierent ways of detect
ing very low-level magnetic fields. Two types of magnetometers, an induc-
tioa coil device and a SQUID magnetometer (Supercouducting QUantum
Interference Device) are prenented and their properties and limitations dis-
cussed. Iastrumeuts wed by other researchers are reviewed. The realiza.
tion of a vector magnetometer and its noise properties are presented and
the optimization of the structure of a vector gradiometer is discussed.
Chapter 6 deals with the magnetic shielding methods. The ferromagnetic
and eddy current shields and their theory are reviewed. The active ehield-
ing for static and alternating fields is discussed. The constructed shielding
system is described and its properties summarized. Chapter 7 givee a short
suryey of the diaguostic performance of the MCG and presents some ob
servations and results concerning the normal vector magnetocardiogram
in comparisou with the vector electrocardiogram.



2. TIIEORY OF BIOELECTRIC AND BIO-
MAGNETIC FIELDS

2.1. Cument source

The electric activity of a liviag cell ean be seen as a current density
which appears throughout the intracellular and extracellular medium. This
is caused by the transport of ions through the membrane, which also forms
the transmembrane potential gradient.

The bioelectric activity of a cell membrane can be represented by the
concept itnpreased current denaitg 7'(f). This is the primary cause of the
curretrt flow in a volume conductor and will be zero elsewhere except in
the cell membratre [Plo 69]. As a passive response to the gradients of the
electric potential set up by the impressed current density, a curreut called
lhe volume current appears in the surrounding tissue. It is described by
the volwne"current dendty 7"(r) which depends on the electric conduc-
tivity distribution a(r) of the volume conductor and the impressed current
densrty. The total eurrent density 7(f) af the point i can be written as

[Plo Bs]

7(r) : -a(rlVTr(r) + 7r1r1 : 7'(r) + 7d1r1 , (1)

where the negative gradient of the poteutial Ir(r) is the electric field. The
electric and magnetic fi.elds are generated by the total cunent density 7(f).
Although the impressed currents are time dependent, the frequency range
normally used in measulements allows us to use the so called quaaistatic
assumption, or the bioelectric and biomagnetic fields can be examined at
each instant of time as a static phenomenon [Plo 69].

t



22. Source fields

2.2.L. I^nflnlte homogeneoug volume conductor

ll' an inftnite homogeneous volume couductor that, in addition, is
linear and isotropic, the electric scalar potential 7(l) which is detectahle
iu the surrouuding medium of an impressed current source can be written
as the solution of Eq. (1). The current is conserved in the quasistatic limit
orV.7111 :0andthus

v(r1:-*!,ffi*,, (2)

where y' is the vector to the field point. The magaetic induction B(/)
produced bythe current density 7(r) cau be written at / according to the
law of Biot and Savart as

B1t1:#{,e, Jfo',
For the physically reasonable situation where 7(r) vanishes at inffnity, the
above equation can be rewritten as

B(r'):

It can be showtr that the above equation of lr(y') contains 7d(r) and is
valid only in an unbounded conductor, whereas equations of B(1) contain
7(r) and are not restricted to inffnite conductors.

If the case of F(r') is limited to unbouaded homogeneous conductors
and we are using Eq. (1) and noting that the curl of gradient is zero, Eq.
(4) reduces to

r-ir'1:#{,ffio,. (E)

In Eqs. (2) and (5) the integral needs to be computed only over the
volume o containing the sources. In the infinite homogeneous conductor
the source of the electric potential is the d,ivergence of the impressed
current density, whereas the magnetic field originates from the curl of the
impressed current density. In this situation the impressed current density
completely determines the arising field.

*!.ffio,

(3)

(4)

4
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2.2.2. Finite inhomogeneous volume conduetor

Geselowitz [Ges 67] has introduced a
cal model in which the volume conductor
homogeneous. The conductivity is uniform
region. The electric potential l/(y') can be
theorem and it satisfi.es the equation [Ges 62]

v{t'):*V"ffi'',

more realistic mathemati-
is considered as piecewise
and isotropic within each
analyzed by using Green,s

(6)

- Y Ir,*' - 
o")v1r)v(FH r-r, 

]
Here the first term on the right is caused by the impressed current clensity
,I' andthe second term deseribes the eflect ofthe boundaries ofthe regions
when the volume current pasges them. The two regions with con,juctivities
or and o't are separated by the surface ^gr. The number of the regions
determines the accuracy of the body modelling.

The magnetic field generated by impressed currents in an in-
hom.ogeneous bounded conductor can be obtained from Eq. (3) by using
the volume form of stoke's theorem to conyert the integrals over each
volume to a surface integral bounding that region [Ges 70]

B{F'): #lf"ri1r1 x "(ir})*,
*D f",r,,-o,,)v1r)v( +) * r-E] . (7)

The first term on the right again describes the effect of the impressed
eurrent density. The magnetic induction which is caused by the eurrent
in the inhomogeneous volume conductor is expressed by the latter part.
Ia order to catrculate the magnetic field around an inhomogeneous torso
one must hnow the electric potential distribution in it.

2.3. The rela,ti.onship between ECG and MCG

According to Eqs. (6) and (7) there exist two sources in a bounded
piecewise homogeneous conductor for the electric and magnetic fleld.
The primary source is the impressed current density inside the source
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regiotr. The concept of the aecond,ory saarcel represent the efiect of the
inhomogeneities on the volume eurrent. This is understood to mean that
the efiect of the inhornogeneities can be modelled in the homogeneous
situation by adding in the volum.e conductor sources so that their resulting
effect is the same as the latter part of Eqs. (6) and (7).

If the impressed curren'l, density 7'(r) is assumed to be an arbitrary
bounded yector field with three degrees of freedom, it can be represented
by the sum of two yector fi.elds, one t}.at is solenoidal and one that is
irrotational [Pio 61]. t'he solenoidal component with zero curl is called the

fi.ow aource 7i(r), and the irrotational component with zero divergence is

known as the vortes source Jir(r). Accord.ing to Eq. (5), only the vortex
source contributes t,o the magnetic field in the special situation where
the medium is inflnite and homogeneous. The electric potential associated
with the yolurse curreut depends only on the flow source. Thus the ECG
and MCG can be expressed as [Vik 75]

v(t'): * {.rv I1L(alr;(')1d," 
,

where Fdlr; : fi"(r) + tri,(r)

If the two vector flelds 7},(r) and 7ir(r) are mathematically indepen-
dent, then, in the quasistatic lim.it, the electric and magnetic fields in
an unbounded hom.ogeneous conductor contain independent information.
In a bounded inJromogeneous eonductor the magnetic field also contains
informatiou which is preseat in the electric field because of the secon-
da y sources, whieh are the same f,or both fields and determined by Ir(y')
produced by 7i".

ECG and MCG recordings each coutail oue independent variable.
The MCG contains information from both 7|, and 7!r, whereas the ECG
contains informatiou only from 7|'. Bo"*rrre 7| contributes to the MCG
only through the secondary"sourees, this complicates the iaterpretation of
the MCG.

ln MCG and ECG recordings the occurence of these secondary sources
can be ignored when,the lead field is known in the source area because
it contains i:rformation on the inhomogeneities. Thus without knowing
the lead fleld it is impossible to determine the primary source from the
measured data. Another method is to try to find a measurement method
where the effect of the secondary sources is at a minimum. Hosaka et al.

(8)

(e)
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[Ios 76] have shown that the component of the magnetic field which is
normal to the boundary in a couducting half space model mainly originates
from 7ir(r) and that the effect of the F'1r) is signiflcantly smaller.



3. DETERMINATION OF T}IE MAGNETIC
I{E.A.RT VECTOR

3.1. Equivalent generator

The calculation of the magnetic field for a given source current dis-
tribution is known as the torward, problempallt 65b, Bau 70]. This problem
always has a unique solution if the source and the volume conductor
are k:rown. In practice the calculation is extremely difficult because a
knowledge of electrical inhomogeneities of the torso is required [Hor 73].
A very fundamental question is whether the source distribution can be
determined through a knowledge of the magnetic field patterns outside
the torso. Solving the source from the measured field data is termed the
inuerse problem [Ges 73j There does not exist any unique solution for the
inverse problem, even with the added knowledge of the electrical potential
everywhere on the surface of the torso ffik 751.

To avoid the difficulties involved in the non-uniqueness of the in-
verse problem, the current sources can be presented with an eqtiuolent
generator that produces the same external field. In electrocardiography
(ECG) several simplified models for the soluce have been used. A fixed
[Ein 12, Fra 50] and moving electric dipole model [Art 71, Hor 72], several
moving current dipoles [Gab 54], multiple electric dipole model [Fis 63,
Sel 07, Hol 69a, FIol 69b, Ges 73] and multipole model [Yeh 58, Ges 60,
Plo 69, fuL 721are presented in the literature. A fixed current dipole is
the equivalent generator for both the standard l2-lead ECG system and
Frank's vector ECG system which at the moment are iu elinical use. The
lZ-lead system is based on the infinite homogeneous volume conductor,
whereas Franh's III}CG system takes into account the shape of the body.
Thus both assumptions are relatively simple. For magnetocardiography *
magnetic dipole with a fixed location [Bau 70, Mal 76, Bar 77], a moving
magnetic dipole model [Wik 77], a magnetic multiple dipole model [Mil
74] and a magnetic multipole model [Kar B0] have been used.

The model describing the source should be complex enough to
reproduce all details of the observed fleld distribution. However, from a
diagnostic aspcct the source model should have some kind of physically

8
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orplainable equivalent in the reat heart. Both a fixed-current dipole model
in ECG and a fixed magnetic dipole model in MCG describes acceptably
the field pattern around the heart at least during most of the QRS complex
and the T wave. Particularly, near to the anterior chest the higher order
components of the field are small [Kar 80]. Also the physical interpreta-
tion of the cunent dipole approach can be explained well with the cup-like
depolarizatiotr wave front and solid-angle theory [Wil 33, Ges 73, Wik 79].
The overall current dipole is determined by the opening or openings in
the double-layer. A better fitting of the model field to the measured field
pattern during the whole cycle is obtained if a moving dipole, with its
components and loeation as unknowns, is used. In all probability there
also exists a better correspondence between the source model and the ex-
citation wave front. With a moving dipole, however, there are three addi-
tional variables to be determined compared to the fixed dipole, and thus
more measurements must be made. Also the multiple dipole model needs
at least as many'measurements as there are unknown variables, although
diaguostically it is very interesting beeause different areas of the heart can
be modelled separately. A transfer matrix which takes into account the
inhomogeneities of the volume conductor must be determined for the solu-
tion. This concerns also several moving dipoles. The multipole expansion
of the Bource distribution gives a method for adjusting the model ffeld to
agree in detail with the measured field. The strengths of the componeuts
of the magnetic poles can uniquely be ealculated from the measured field
data. The method requires, however, several measurements and the physi-
eal correspondence to the real heart of the components of higher order
than the dipole is diffieult to imagine.

S.2" Eleetrie a,nd aragnetic heart yectors

The fixed equivalent dipole generator for ECG is a cument dipole
located in the center of the heart. The dipole is the vector sum of all
elementary impressed current dipoles whieh describe the electric activity
at cellular level. In an inflnite homogeneous volume conductor the dipole
moment p of this current dipole can be expressed by the equation:

(10)

where 7| is the eurrent density of the flow source and the volume u
eontains all sources. This dipole is known as the electric heart vector
(EFrv).

e: lr'r(r)asr ,
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If the eonduetor is bounded and piecewise homogeneous, the seeon-
dary sourees can be added to aecount for the internal inhomogeneities and
then [Wi]r 751

(1 1)

where Fd1r1 do". not include the contribution from the surface of the
hody. Eq.(11) describes the result which is obtained from surface poten-
tial measurements. The second term on the right is the efiect of the in-
homogeneities of the torso and thus greatly complicates the determination
of the true EI{V.

The m*gnetic dipole used as the equivalent generator is termed the
rnagnetie ltearl ueetor (ME[D. It is similar to the EHV and also assumed to
be loeated in the geometric center of the heart. The equivalent magnetic
generator ean be expressed as

fn: (12)

or it is the vector sum of all yortex sources weighted by the distanee from
the origin inside the source volume.

T'he equivalent magnetic generator in a bounded piecewise
homogeneous volume conductor,can be expressed as [Vik 75]

lTitr) + Kdlr;1a3r (13)

o : f,V'rti,) + Edlr)lasr,

; {,, xl'y{r)dlr ,

fr: *{.,"
From Eqs. (11) and (13) it can be seen that there is a eoupling between p
*nd ffi through the secondary term E' produced by 7|r. In Eq. (13) f'
includes also the body surface while in Eq. (11) it does not. Wlen doing
magnetic field mapping with a large grid [Saa 78, Kar 80], one is just
measuring the effect of the secondary term of Eq. (13).

3.S. n eacl ft.etrd theory

The sensitivity of magnetic or eleetric measurement to the location
and orientation of a current souroe density 7d1r1 io the heart region can
be analyzed using lead fietd tlteory.It is based on the reciprocity theorem
flrs'r, presenied by Flelmholtz in 1853 [Hel 853]. This theorem was applied
to electrocardiography by Lepeschkin [Lep 51] and McFee and Johnston

[Mclt 54] ::nd to magnetocardiography by Baule and McFee [Bau 70]. The
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elet*ric lead, fi.eld zr'd magnetic lead field *e electric current distributions
produced by the reciprocal energization of either the ECG or MCG lead,
respectively.

In ECG the lead fleld density is the same as the current distribution
which is formed in the volume conductor when a unity current is fed
through the electrodes ofthe lead. The reciprocity theorem can be used for
time-varying conditions which appear in magnetocardiography, as shown
by Plonsey [Plo 72]. In IvICG the leacl field density is similar to that current
flolv which is induced in the conductor when the detection coil is energized
with an alternating current. The induced current depends on the rate
of change of the magnetic flux of the coil. The reciprocally energizing
current is nolmalized so that the quantity lar is unity for all values of c.r.

An example of the form of the magnetic lead field current flow lines in a
cylindrieally sSrmmetric volume,conductor is shown in Fig. 2 in [PS]. The
figure shows the lead field of the x- and y-lead.

According to the reciprocity theorem, the voltage of an electric or
magnetic lead due to an impressed eurrent density 7'(r) is given by [Mal
76I

(14)

where a(F): the conductivity of the medium,
/R : the amplitude of the reciprocal curretrt,
7 y(r) : the lead field eurrent density.

Thus the lead fleld needs to be known only in the source region where 7d(r)
is non-zero. The voltage of the lead is proportional to the projection of the
impressed current density on the lead field current flow line multiplied by
the lead lield current density. Eq. (14) can be used for both homogeneous
and inhomogeneous volume eonductors. The effects of boundaries and
inhomogeneities are tahen into account by the form of the Lead flelds.
calculation of 7 t is extremely laborious because of the inhomogeneities.
The lead field theory, however, gives an effective tool for understanding
the sensitivity distribution and overall properties of a given lead.

3.8.1. [deal lead fields

If the volume conductor is homogeneous, linear, and isotropic, the
output voltage of an electrocardiographic lead can be written according
to Eqs. (i0) and (14) as [FIo 63, Mal 76]

v:* 1.4{a*, ,

t f -VE : ; J,,i m(t) .J'r(r)d3 r, (15)
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where T Ls is the electric lead field current density. In order to uniquely
determine the equivalent current dipole source, three independent lead
fields must be generated in the heart region. The lead field current dis-
tribution must be homogeneous for the sensitivities at different points to
be equal.

?he ideal lead field current distribution for ECG is that where the
lead Iield curent density is constant over the whole source volume. In this
case Eq. (15) can be rewritten as

vE : *rru {,r'oroorr: *im.F
The electric lead voltage is inversely proportional to the conductivity of
the volume conductor.

Similarly, the voltage of a magnetic lead is given by [PIo 72, Mal76l

1 f _
vu : , 

J,i r*{r).T'y{r)d}r , (17)

where 7 sra is the magnetic Iead field current density. According to Eq.
(12) the magnetic heart veetor is an integral of F X i'"{r) over the source
voiume. The ideal lead fleld current distribution is that obtained by
producing a reciprocally uniform magnetic fieldBr, through a cylindric*lly
symmetric homogeneous volume conductor, along its symmetry axis (Fig.
2a in [P6]). The indueed lead fleld current density is then [Wik 79]

Tnr*: -"rr xB, ,

where i is the radial distanee r from the symmetry axis. Then
becomes

vru : -Br.'* 1,, xt'v(r)d.sr : -Br"m
In the ideal homogeneous case, when only the primary sources contribute
to the magnetic field, the magnetic lead voltage is independent of the
conduetivity of the volume conductor. The ideal lead fleld for MIIV thus
consists according to Eq. (19) of three independent magnetic fields which
are homogeneous inside the source volume and which produce three ideal
lead fleld current distributions. However, this is true only in the case where
the volume souree is a homogeneous sphere. One component of the ideal
lead field current distribution consists of concentric cireular flow lines with
current density proportional to the radial distance from the symmetry
axis, Fig. 1 in [P8]. trnthe center of the circular flow lines the sensitivity of

(18)

(18)

Eq.(17)

(1e)
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the lead to the primary eurrent,'density is zero. The track formed by the
centers of the Trrra circles is called the zero-sensitiuity ldze [P6]. Irn the
ideal case the geometric center of the heart is located on this line fWik
79j. The zero-sensitivity line is formed because the cross product in Eq.
(19) depends on the point (r) where it is calculated.

According to Eq. (17), the voltage of a magnetic lead is proportional
to the sum of the projections of the source current elements on the lead
fi.eld current line. The magnetic lead field current flow lines are ideally
tangential and MCG is sensitive to the tangential current sources only if
the source volume is modelled by a sphere. In theory ECG is equally sen-

sitive to both radial and tangential sou-rces [Mal 76]. In practice, however,

the ECG lead is more sensitive to radial sources because the more conduc-

tive blood inside the heart tends to turn the lead field flow lines radially
(Brody-effect) [Bro 56].

3.3.2. l\ffi\r tread system;

There exist three basic lead systems for determining the magnetic
heart vector; the XYZ-lead ftrsl presented by Baule and McFee [Bau 70]

and the ABC-lead and unipoaitional lead introduced by Malmiruo [Mal
76]. There exists also an improved version of the unipositional lead, called
tbe corrected, unipaaitionol treod [P0].

In the XYZ-lead system the human MIIV can be recorded with a

magnetometer by positioning a coii alternately on each coordinate axis.

A reciprocally energized magnetometer produces a lead field whose inten-
sity decreases ari a function of the distance. This prozimlty e$eet can be

eompensated by malcing two measurements on both sides of the heart and

averaging these signals, Fig. la. Malmivuo has examined this lead field
using a two-dimensional inhomogetreous torso model [Mal 76]. This sys-

tem has two disadvantages: first, the measurements must be performed
quite far from the heart where the signal level is low and second, the
longitudinal recorcling is difficult to malce.

In the ABC-lead systen three orthogonal components of IVItrIV are

measured so that the coil axes are on the edges of a cube whose tip is

in the center of the heart and the diagonal of the eube coiucides with
the x-axis, Fig. lb. If the measurements are made on both posterior and

anterior sides of the thorax, it is the so-called symmetric ABC system. [n
the asymmetric system the coils on the posterior side are not used. The
xyz-components of the h4I{Y are obtained from the ABC-components by
linear l,ransformation. This method has been rrsed at Stanford University,
r,vhere a single channel gracliomcter with tilted coils was employed [Lei 81,
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B* 771.

In the mipositional lead eystem the detector is positioned at a fixed
point above the heart's center where all tbree MIIV components can be
recorded without changing the detector's position. One method for orien-
tating the coils is presented in Fig. lc. With this system it is theoreti-
cally possible to create three mutually perpendicular magnetie flelds in
the center of the heart by reciprocally energizing the magnetometer cpils.
If the coil is small whea eompared to the distance to the heart, its held
ean be modelled by the ffeld of a magnetic dipole. Thus the coil current
generates a magretic field in such a way that on the a:ris of the loop
there exists only the radial component, whereas on the plane of the loop
the fleld eonsists only of the tangential component'. Thus if the heart is
located in the origin of a rectangular righthanded:ryz-eoordinate rystem
and the magnetometer coil is on the positive x axis, the coil parallel to
the yz plane (x-coil) will generate in the center of the heart a magnetic
field whose intensity is twice that of the coil on the xy- or xz-plane (y- and
z-coil). In addition, the y- and,z-leads have an opposite direetion when
compared to the dipole moment of the coil.

The magnetic heart vector (m) components ean be obtained from
the components of lhe magnetie field, uector B, which is the maguetic
flux density vector at the measurement point, by the following matrix
operation:

+ i)6 (20)

lVtalmiruo [Mal 78] has measured the lead field of this unipositional syetem
using a two-dimensional torso model. He has verified that in such case the
intensity of the lead field in the y- and z-directions is half that in the
x-direction. In the frontal plane (x-lead) the lead fleld is almost ideal, but
in the sagittal and transverse planes the zero-sensitiyity point is moyed in
the anterior direction about 4-10 mm from the center of the heart. The
sensitivity in the anterior heart tissue is also higher.

Geselowitz has examined the unipositional lead ffelds using a com-
puter model for magnetocardiography in an inhomogeneous case [Ges 80].
He has found that vrhen calculating the MHV from the field measurement
the diagonal components of the matrix in Eq. (20) should have the values
1, -1.20 and -0.93 instead of 1, -2 and -2 for x-, y- and z-components,
respectively.

(*'\ zors (l
\7,): * t3
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33-E. Corneeted nal lead system

In the study [P6] an inhomogeneous torso model was u.sed.for various
vectormagnetocardiographic lead field studies. It was found that the cor-
reeted unipositional lead system fulfills best the requirements of a standard
clinical VMCG lead system. This lead fleld has a simple geometry where
the recording is made at a flxed single point, not above the geometric
eenter of the heart as in the normal unipositional lead system, but over
the beginning of the fourth intercostal space. This anatomically fixed point
corresponds to point V2 of standard ECG. The normalization factors cal-
culated I'rom the measured lead fleld data for the corrected unipositional
lead system are 1, -0.86 and -1.19 for the x-, y- and z-lead, respectively.

The aceuracy of the corrected unipositional lead system for the deter-
mination of the magnetic heart vector was concluded to be sufficient. trt

was used together with combined unipositional and YECG-compensated
lead systems to estimate the magnetic heart vector on the normal rnaterial
which was ensured as normal accordiag to the values of YECG. The stan-
dard deviations of the maximum amplitude and the direction at the maxi-
mum of the QRS- and T-veetors were compared for different lead systems.
It was found that the corrected unipositional lead system shows most of
the smallest standard deviations. Only the i<ieality of the lead seems to be
worse than,that of the others. The main unideality of the lead is that it is
much more sensitive to the anterior than to the posterior electrical soulces
of the heart [P0]. The sensitivity to the detector location was fouad to be
small because of the self-centering effect [P0, P8].

The obtailed results agree quite well with the results of the eomputer
simulation made by Geselowitz. It seems that in a real measurement situa-
tion the diagonal components of the multiplication matrix are yery near
to unity, i.e. the relative sensitivity of all componentg is equal. Ilowever,
it should be noted that the spatial sensitivif,y of a lead is not equal and
uniform in the heart region but decreases in the posterior direction" At
the moment we do not hnow what is the efrect of the individual variations
of the inhomogeneities on the components of the multiplication matrix.
Thus it is not expedient to use very accurate values of the normalization
factors. Ilowever, according to these two studies it seenns that the factors
are closer to l- than to 2 in the y- and z-direction

Accordi-ng to the results presented, a multiplication matrix with com-
ponents of l,-tr and -1 were used for calcuiating the MHV in unipositional
measurements. The recordings were made with a three-axis differential
magnetorneter, i.e. gradiometer, which measures the field difference in-
stearl of fieid. In this case the magnetic heart vector components are ob-
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tained from the ffeld diferenee veetor AE according to the following equa.
tion:

rffim(t +i)(ifr) , (21)

Figure tr. Basic lead geometries for veetor magn. etoeardiog-
raphy. (a) XYZJead system, (b) ABC-lead system and (c)
unipositional lead system [Mal 76].

-"\
*o l:
mrJ

where r : the distaoee of the piek-up coil from the center of the,
heart,

6 : the baseline of the gradiometer (the distance between the
two coils).

tlom the instrumental point of view this result is good because the
veetor gradiometer is easier to design with equal relative sensitiylties to
produee a similar S/N-ratio on each channel.

-r 'r-" vll- \./{'--- \ .,,\,'/_\ ---
\,"a=-= r<
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4. MAGNETIC FTELD SPECTRA

4.1. Biomagaetic fields

Although the remanent field of the contaminated magnetic particlea

[Coh 73, Ait 8f] and the paramagnetic and diamagnetic effects of the body
fKat 821 are normally included in the biomagnetic fi.elds, the discussion
here deals only with the biomaguetic fields arising from the ionic currents.
The typical frequency spectra of some of these fields are shown in Fig. 1

in [Pe].

The strongest biomagnetic field, t\e mognetocordiogrom (MCG), is
associated with the electtical activity of the heart. A typical amplitude of
the field during the QRS complex when measured near the anterior chest
is 50 pT. However, the intensity varies normally in the range l0 pT to
150 pT. The bandwidth of the measurement equipment should contain
the significant frequency range of the signal. The important frequency
range depends on the nature of the research. For monitoring only a nar-
row bandwidth is needed, whereas for an accurate analysie a bandwidth
from DC to one kilohertz is adequate. For the ECGrecorders the recom-
mended minimum bandwidth is from 0.05 Hz to 75 Hz (IEC, International
Electrotechnical Commission).

The magneta?nyogt&vn (MMG) produced by the flexure of the skeletal
muscle and the magneto-oculogram (MOG), which represents the steady
field changes ofthe eyes when they are moved, are both of the order of 10
pT in amplitude [Kat Bla, Kat 81b]. The/etal magnetocardiogrampM0c)
is a recording of the magnetic field of the heart of a fetus. The field
a,mplitude is 1-4 pT and depends on the duration of gestation [Kar 78, P4].
The Magnetoencephalograr,r (MEG) is produced by the electric activity of
the brain. The amplitude of the field near the head is approximately 1 pT
[Car 83]. Still weaker are the fields associated with the activity evoked in
the brain by application of a visual, somatic or auditory stimulus [Wil 81,
Oka 83a, Oka BBb, Har 80].
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4-2. Arnbient m.agnetic noise

The earth's steady magletic field is the strongest magnetic field
component which is present il a biomagnetic measurement situation. In
Fidand the total magnitude of the field is about 52 p? and 80 %o of the
field can be modelled with an appropriate magnetic dipole in the earth's
center [Nev 79]. The field is relatively homogeneous at the earth's sur-
face, the gradient being only 10 - 20 pT/m. However, much higher spatidl
gradients are eaused by the large ferromagnetic objects which distort the
field homogeneity. The static fleld as such does not affect the measure-
ments, but a spurious signal is generated when the detector is moving or
vibrating in the field. Tipping the axis of the field detector from vertical
by aa angle of 10-8 rad will produce a field change of the order of 500
fT, whereas,the movement of the detector along its axis by oue millimeter
would induce a field change of only 10 fT [Rom 82].

The earth's fleld is not strictly speaking static, but rather fluctuates
oD yery low frequencies. The geomagnetic activity in the frequency range
10-4 - 100 Hz observed on the earth's surface consists of two components,
a background component produced primarily by interplanetary magnetic
fleld fluctuations which follow, approximately the l/f-dependence, and
a superimposed component consisting of different forms of geomagnetic
activity that origiuate in the earth's magnetosphere end ionorphere [Bla
741. The maguitude of the fluctuatious depends on the location and the
time of season and day. Fig. 1 in [P9] shows a speetrum of a mean
geomagnetic activity measured at Stanford in USA [Fra 75]. Horivever,
these lorr-frequercy fluctuations are not a real problem becauge their field
gradient is only of the order of L}O lTm-LEz-Llz [Car 83] or poesibly

The main components of the man-made noise fleld are the line fre.
quency and its harmonic interferences. The amplitude varies from a few
nanoteslas to hundreds of nanoteslas and has a minimum at night. The fust
and second order gradients vary inthe range of0.5 - 5 nT/m and 10 - 500
pT /m2, respectively. Outside urban areas the amplitude of the 50 Hz mag-
netic field is typically L0 pT and the vertical component domiuates. The
line frequency components are easily filtered out using a frequency-locked
notch filter [Hei 8 ]. Much more difficult is to filter out the laboratory or
environmental background magnetic noise which normally exists, Fig. 1 in
iP9l. It coyers completely the bandwidth and amplitude range of the signal
which interest us and can be even tivo orders of magnitude higher than
for example MCG. It is caused by moving ferromagnetic objects, electric
machines and vibration of the structures.
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The radiofrequeney noiee enn be very fatal for an RF-SQUID sys-
tem. The natural RF-frequency noise at 100 kHz is of the order of 100

lT lE zr 12 [Max 63]. In urban areas the field iatensity on higher,frequencies
is much higher because of active radio operation and can occasionally
be increased because of the radio communication of the ambient traffic.
Because of the high frequency, the RF-interferences can be attenuated by
electrostatic shielding.

The ultimate limit for biomagnetic measurement is the magnetic nolse
produced by the thermal aoise current in the conducting objects in the
vicinity of the sersor. Varpula has described a method for calculating
the thermal magnetic noise field around a conducting body [Var 84]. The
thermal noise field in the center of our eddy current shield with a diam.eter
of 2mX2mX2m and a wall-thickness of 45 mm can be estimated to be
of the order of gO !Tr*"Ez-tl2 below the corner frequency of S . l0-2
Hz and decreases above that frequency by approximately 20 dB/decade.
The corresponding gradient field is 4 lTr*rE z-1l2 below 2 . l0-1 Hz and
changes above that as inversely proportional to the frequency. As can be
seea in Figs. L aud 2 in [P9], the noise is well below the equivalent noise
fleld of a SQUID magnetometer. According to this noise model the human
body generates in its vicinity a thermal magnetic noise field of the order
of O.LlTr,,.Ez-Llz, which is about two decad.es below the sensitivity of
the best magnetometers available nowadays [Var Sa].
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5. MAGNETOMETERS

There exist only a few magnetometers eapable of detecting mag-
netic fields'at the level of biomagnetic siguals. An induetion coil mag-
netometer has been used by many research groups; but a SQUID m{g-
netometer (Superconducting QUantum Interference Device) has become
a yery popular instrument because of its lo\f, noise a,nd wide bandwidth,
which includes also the DC field. There exist, however, Bome candidates
for alternatives to the SQUID magnetometer [Tto 83]. 

l

?he sensitivity of a commercial fluxgate maguetometer is of the order
of 30 pTr^r/Eztlz and it has beeu suceessfully used in lung contamination
research [Ait 81]. Although the fWivalent,input noire level obtained by a
special ring-core fluxgate magudtometer developed for space research has
decreased from 3 pT,r*r/Ez1l' h",r 7a] to 300/", *rlEzLlz [Rom 82], itr
rue in real time biomagnetic measurements is not poesible.

Livanov ct ol. have used an optically pumped eaesium-vapour
gradiometer which is based on the measurement of the reconatrce of the
atoms' angtlar momentum, to measure biomagnetic fields piv 81]. The
sensitivity of their instrument has been reported to be 1 pTlEzrlz in the
bandwidth from DC to 0.05 I{2.

5.1. Induction coil magnetometers

This ffrst type of magnetometer used in biomagnetism basically con-
sists of a coil that is connected to a Lotrv-noise amplifler. Because the in-
duction voltage is a function of the flux time derivative, an integrative
ampliffer must be used so that a complicated waveform such as the mag-
netocardiogram is not distorted.

The sensitivrty of an induction coil magnetometer is ultimately
limited by the thermal noise. The equivaleut magnetic flux density noise

@'"ltl' per unit bandwidth of a loop of wire induced by the thermal
voltage fl.uctuations along the wire is

@\lrtr:GkBta)rlzerfL)-, , (zz)

where ka: Boltzmam's constant, 1.3805.10-23 JK-l,
? : absolute temperature,
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.B : the resistance of ttre loop of wire,
/: frequency,

4 : the effective area of the loop.

When calculating the equivalent noise of a coil, its geometrical factor must
be taken ilto accorntr Also the capacitive coupling between the coil turns
reduces the net voltage at higher frequencies.

There exist three methods for improving the field sensitivity of an
induction coil magnetometer:

- enlarging the area of the coil,
- using a core of high permeability material and
- cooling the coil.

The enlarging of the coil's efiectiye area increases its sensitivity for a
uniform maguetie field, but for a dipolar ffeld the effect can be even the
opposite, especially in the case where the source of the ffeld is near to the
coil. The greater coil area always impairs the spatial resolution.

The magnetic flux density B; inside a core of a permeable material in
a homogeneous external field Br" is [Pri 79]

B;: 1t,B"s[1 + D(p, - 1)] , (23)

where lrr : the relative permeability of the core,
D : the demagnetising factor.

The demagnetisiag factor D depends on the shape of the core [Boz 42]. For
a sphere with high pr,.B; is three times higher than 8"". The use of a rod
shape increases the magnetising.factor but it also makes interpretation of
the measurement result more difficult [Kat 81b].

When cooling the coil the thermal noise of the wire decreases. It is
caused by the lower temperature and on the other hand by the decreaeing
resistance of the coil (Eq. ZZ). If the coil is made of copper wire, the increase
of tbe sigaal-to-noise ratio caused by the cooling with liquid nitrogen
(77.4K) or liquid helium (4.2K) is about 15 dB and 40 dB, respectively.
However, this decreasing of the detector's noise does not improve the total
S/N-ratio as much if a room temperature amplifler is used. The cooling
of a su-ffi.ciently large coil also requires a cryostat with thick walls and this
lowers the signal which for a dipolar source is inversely proportional to
the third power of the measurement distance.

5.1,1. Single ehsnnel deviees

The first biomagnetic measurement in uivo was made by Baule and
McFee in 1963 when they recorded the human magnetocardiogram (MCG)
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using an induction coil magnetometer [Bau s3]. Their detector consisted of
two long coils of several million, turns on a shaped ferrite core. The coils
rrere placed near to the anterior chest side by side in the gradiometer
mode to caneel the magnetic background noise. The frequency response
of the system was linearized by using a uegative feedback through small
coils. The lead field of the detector was directed along the frontal plane in
the heart area. The detected signal'was averaged by using ECG as trigger
and still the noise of the measurement was so high that the p wave tof
MCG could not be found. A similar techaique to that of Baule and McFee
was used by safonov et aL who measured MCG ia a magnetically shielded
chamber made of steel [saf 07]. For cancellation of the gradient of the
background noise field Baule and McFee have presented also a fi.rst order
induction coil gradiometer where they have used two additional gradient
compensation coils [Bau 65a, Bau 65b].

Cohen's group used a smaller coil with a ferrite rod aud an iro-
proved magnetic shieldiug. They detected MCG witbout averaging and
with better spatial resolution [coh 67a]. cohen detected also for the flrst
time the alpha rh5rthm component of the magnetoenchephalogram by
averaging the signal from an induetion coil magnetometer [Coh 08].

An induction coil magnetometer for use in hospitals has been
presented by Deais and Matelin [Den 72, Mat 74]. Their detector unit
consists of two coaxially aligned counterwouad induetiou coils with mu-
metal core and a prea,mplifier unit. Thie system has been ueed iu many
cardiac measurements ia a clinical environmeut and its practicalness and
simple measurement technique have been demonstrated [Den 78].

In miniature form an induction coil magnetometer has been used by
wikswo et al. for the measurement of the magnetic field of an isolated.
nerve fiber. The nerve threads a toroid core with a diameter of a few
millimetres around which the detector coil is wound. The coil is coupled
through a superconducting transformer to a SQUID which acts as a cur-
rent detector [wik B2]. wikswo, reJ cI. have also designed a low-noise room
temperature current amplifier with a low input impedauce for this induc-
tion coil magnetometer application ffVik S3].

Estola has designad a single channel induction coil magnetometer
with an optimized coil structure and a current-to-voltage coaverter [Est
82]. Accordils to the author's knoqledge, the obtained sensitivity of 180

fTr*rf Ezrlz at 20IIz is the lowest value ever reached with this kind
of iastrument. The compensated bandwidth of the magnetometer extend,s
from 0.04 Hz to 4.5 kHz.
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5J2. Vector -raguetometer

Cohen and Chandler determined for the first time the three com-
ponents of the maguetic field vector duriug the QRS complex in various
locations around the torso with an induction coil megnetometer [Coh Sg].
The design for a magnetic pick-up coil system, consisting of six induction
coils, suitable for vectormagnetocardiography (YMCG) was preserted by
Baule and McFee [Bau 70]. In their system there were three coil.s in line
ou both anterior and posterior,sides of the chest. The center coils were
used for the measurement of the x-component. The four other coils were
used for the y-component, and afLer 90o rotation around the x-axis for the
measnremetrt of the z-eomponent.

In the present studies [P2] and [P3] we have designed and conetructed
an induction coil vectormagnetometer capable of detecting aimultoneowly
the three orthogonal components of the magnetic field vector of the heart
with the unipositional lead system. The measurement is made on the
anterior side of the chest above the heart's center. The magnetometer
coil system consists of three coils at the same point perpendicular to each
other. The coils which measure,the y- and z-components are flattened to
mrke the measurement distance to the heart as short as possible [P2].
The coils are air-core constructions because the use of a ferromaguetic
core material would impair the separation of the fleld components. Each
coil is coupled to a low-noise voltage amplifier through an impedance
transformer whose purpose is to convert the existing Eotuce impedance
to the amplifi.er's optimum source impedance. This gives the maximum
signal-to-noise ratio and minimises the noise ffgure [P3]. This value of
the source impedance is not necessarily equal to the value of the source
impedance which rnaximises the power transfer [Mot 73, Net 81]. The
equivalent magnetic noise calculated for an ideal noiseless amplifier aud
the detection coil is only about 4095 lower than the equivalent noise of
the real system at room temperature. The obtained noise figure of 2.2
dB is close to the optimum. The noise reduction by using a matchiug
iuput transformer and the methods of designing a broad-band low-noise
instrumentation transformer are discussed in the study [P3].

The sensitivity of the magnetometer rras measured to be 180
tlr*"/ Hz Llz at 2O Hz. However, the obtained VMCG measurement
result shows only the QRS complex [P2]. The fire details of the signal are
covered by the low-frequency noise which is caused mainly by the thermal
noise of the detector and the externally coupled magnetic interferences.
According to Eq. (22) the sensitivity is inversely proportional to the fre-
quency and the equivalent magnetic fleld noise referred to the coil is 3.6
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pTrro"/EzLlz zt t HL. The relatively Iong measurement distance caused
by the y- and z-coils decreases also the signal to noise ratio. Ia [pB], where
only the x-component is measured with a single coil, the measurement
distance is about one half of that used in [P2] and also the T wave can be
SECIL

With induction eoils a loss of sensitivity at frequencies below a few
hertz is a serious problem for biomagnetic applications, but for the aig-
nals above 100 Hu an induction coil can be more sensitive than eveni a
sophisticated SQUID magnetometer. In our c&se the sensitivity at 1 kHz
is as good as 3.6 lTrr*,f Eztl2. The lower cut offfrequency in the mag-
netometer system is about I Hz when for a good quality MCG record-
iug it should be belorr 0.1 Hz. The limited low-frequency response of the
transformer is one reasor. To prevent the distortion of the low-frequency
components, P and T waves, of the MCG the gaia of the system must
be added on low frequencies to compensate for the ettenuation. Because
with an integrative ampliffer the gain is inversely proportional to the fre-
quency, this additional gain increases further the low-frequency part of the
thermal noise. However, if a current amplifier is used instead of a vortage
a,mplifier, no integration is needed because the coil curreat is proportional
to the maguetic flux enclosbd by the coil and not to its time derivative as
the voltage,[Est 82, Wik B3].

5.2. SQUID magnetometers

The operation of the SQUID is based on the observed. macroscopic
quantum interference phenomena in a superconducting ring interrupted by
one or two weak links [Jos t]2]. The SQUID magnetometer is a parametric
amplifler where the inductance of the SQUID ring is'a periodic function of
the magnetic flux change enclosed by the ring, the period being one flux
quantum Oo : 2.0878.10-15 Wb pou 74, Clz77,B* 821. Because of the
non-linear periodic response the sQUID is normally used iu the flux-locked
loop as a null detector [Gif 72]. Two difrerent types of SeUIDs so far have
been developed; the DC-SQUID and the RF-SQUID.

5.2.1. DC-SQ{IID magnetometer

The DC-SQUID contains two identical Josephson junctions in a super-
conducting ring aud it is biased with a DC current. Different DC-SeUIDs
have been constructed using a point contact structure [Zin 66] and thin
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fflm structures [Cla 76, Cla 77]. The problem of the use of the DC-SeUID
is the matehing of the low self-impedance of the seulD ring to the sig-
aal coil and an amplifer of sufficient low noise performance. solutions to
the coupling problems have been tried using a resonance circuit on the
modulation frequency coupled to the SQUID [cla zsb] or a Buperconduct-
ing transformer [AIb 81]. The ultimate sensitivity of the DC-seuID is
limited by the intrinsic thermal noise of the seulD [Eh 8r] ceused by
the shunt resistance across the weak links *trt"o eliminate the hystereiis.
For DC-SQUIDs the l/f-uoise seems to exist on higher frequeucies than for
RF-sQUIDs. This is caused by the fact that the white noise part is lower
in DC-sQUlDs and thus the frequency at which the l/f-noise, which seem'
to remain the same, starts to dominate is higher. The energy resoliution
of the DC-SQUIDs is of the order of tA-lollEz.

5j,42. RS'-SQUID rra,gnetometer

The RF-SQUID first appeared in l9B7 [Sil 6ZJ and consicte of a low-
inductance supereonducting ring wilh one weak link. The seulD is biased
by a constant current RF source feeding a tank circuit inductively coupled
to the SQUID. The RF voltage oscillatiors acrose,the f,ank gipsuif ars
amplified aud their detected level monitors the chauge of the magnetic
flur applied to the SQUID [Gif 72, Cb T7l. RF-SeUIDc have been con-
structed inrdifrerent waye. The point eontact RF-seuID of zimmerman
lzin 70] was sengitive to the directly coupled magnetic uoise ffelds and
mechanical aud thermal shocks. The symmetric twohole seulD has two
Ioops parallel with one weak tink. This decreages its inductanee and makes
it self"shielding [zim 70 Gif 72]. zirnmerman has measured biomagnetic
fielde without the flux-transformer by ssing a so called fractional tura
SQUID which consists of twelve parallel loops fzimTl, zim7zl. A toroidal
SQUID [Goo 73, Rif 76] has a low self-inductance and good self-shielding
propert'ies. Also the eavity for the signal coil is long and thus ite induc-
tance can be made high while the coupling to the seulD still remains
good. At the moment toroidal SQUIDs are commercially availabre. Thin
film RF-SQUIDs have been developed with a siugle loop [Mer 20, Goo ZB,
opf 7a] and with several parallel loops. Ehnholm et al. hzve deveroped
thin film RF-SQUIDs with two, four and eight loops parallel across a Nb-
NbO"-Pb tunnel junction [Ehn"75]. The thin-film RF-SeUIDs which we
have used in our three channel inshument are the four loop versions [p5].
The coupling coefficient between the three dimensional signal coil and a
thin-film SQUID on a plate (two dimensional) is difficult to get high. This
decreases the signal to noise ratio even if the intrinsic noise level of the
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thin-film SQUID is low.
The eonyentional bias frequency of the RF-SQUID is 20 - 30 MHz.

The maximum usable frequency is determined by the capacitance of the
weak link. In point contact devices this capacitance has a very low value
and frequencies up to hundreds of megahertz can be used, whereas in the
thin-film structures much higher capacitances exist and thus the frequeacy
is limited to a few tens of megahertz. With higher frequency it is possible
to obtain higher sensitivity because RF output voltage is proportioilal
to the resonant impedance of the tank circuit lzim 7ll. This has been
demonstrated by Zimmerman and Frederick [Zim 71] using 300 MHz bias
frequency. The bias frequency of 1 GHz has been used by Kamper and
Simmonds in their point contact SQUID [Kam 72]. However, the studies of
Clark and Jackel [Cla 75a] with the frequency of 430 MHz show that the
noise does not decrease proportionally to the bias frequency. The reason
is that the preamplifier noise teuds to increase with frequency [Hol 78]
and also the optimization of the tank circuit parameters becomes more
complicated [Jac 75].

5"2.$. Rl'-amplifler"

Since the typical triangle envelope of the RF-signal across the SQUID
tnnk circuit is only a few microvolts, the sensitivity in the RF-SQUID mag-
netometer depends critically on the noise level of the preamplifier. It ap
pears that SQIIIDs operated at about 30 MHz are limited by preamplifier
or tank circuit noise rather than by intrinsic noise. The Bource impedance,
from the point of view of the amplifier, is the dynamic impedance of the
tank cireuit. According to this the best sigaal-to-noise ratio is obtained by
using a preamplifier which has the optimum source resistance of the same
order. However, because the source impedance normally is a few hundred
6hm, & preamplifier with a low input impedance causes an external load
on the tanlc circuit. This loading can be seen in the triangle waye as a
rounding of the sharp edges caused by the increase of the intrinsic noise
of the SQUID. Thus a low-noise preamplifrer with high input impedance
is preferred [Pan 80].

Preampliflers with high input impedance and high gain were designed
and constructed for our multiplexed vector magnetometer system by us-
ing low-noise dual-gate MOSFETs [P5]. The gain and bandwidth of the
three-stage preamplifier are 50 dB and 1.8 MHz, respectively. The equiv-
alent input noise voltage with 50 f,l source impedance is measured to be
L.4 nVrro"fVzllz and thus the noise figure is 3.8 dB. Because the op
timum source resistance of the amplifier is 1.5 kO and the dynamic im-
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pedance of the SQUID tank circuit about 300O the estimated equivalert
input noise voltage of the preamplifier when coupled to the SQUID is
2.6nYrro"f Ezllz. The switching stage can operate with the switching fre-
quencies up to 70 lcllz and the attenuation during the off-time when com-
pared to the on-time is 45 dB.

The amplifier noise can be reduced by using gesling. The best results
of all are obtained by using cooled preamplifiers. Cooled gallium arsenide
FET amplifiers for use with 50 - 500 MHz bias frequency and propbr
impedance matching have been presented by Ahola et oL [A]o 79]. The
noise temperature of the amplifler has a minimum of 20 K at 80 MHz and
then 90 95 of lhe noise comes from the SQUID. Prance et ol.}:zrve described
also a cooled single stage GaAs MESFET preamplifler for 430 MHz having
the noise temperature less than 10 K and the gain 19 dB [Pra 82]. The
tuning of the cooled preamlifier can be solved by using varaetor diodes [Lon
80, Pra 82]. Problems arise from the dissipating enerry of the preamplifier.
A GaAs FET preamplifier dissipates in the order of 80 mrff [Pra 82] which
boils the Iiquid helium about 0.11 l/h. If several preamplifiers have to be
used for example with multichannel magnetometers, the heav'y boiling can
be a serious problem because it causes vibration in the detector. However,
cooling with Iiquid helium does not make any appreciable difference in the
noise when compared to coolirg with liquid nitrogen [Aho 79].

5.2.4, Flux-transformer

The only SQUID structures which have been used for a direct detec-
tion of the biomagnetic fields are Zimmermau's multiloop RF-SQUID [Zim
721 anLd Ehnholm's 7-ehannel RF-SQUID system where the flux guide
formed by the niobium block transports the flux to the thin film SQUID

[Ehn S1]. In all other instruments a flux-transformer has been used to
couple the external flux to the SQUID.

The flux-transformer consists of a closed loop of superconducting wire
formed by a detection and signal coil. The total magnetic flux through the
transformer remains constant and au optimum value for the inductance
of the detection coil which maximises the flux transport can be found.
This value is equal to the inductance of the signal coil [Cla 75b] or, when
the mutual inductance between the signal coil and the SQUID is taken
into account, to the effective inductance of the signal coil [Pet 81]. This
optimum value of the detection coil inductance is normally used to obtain
the minimum detectable flux and the maximum sigual-to-noise ratio [P7].
This value, however, does not necessarily give the best available signal-to-
noise ratio, because the noise of the system depends on the effective self-
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inductanee of the SQUID [Cla 75b]. In the system where the preamplifler
noise dominates, the noise is proportional to LLlz where tr is the effective
self-inductance of the SQUID lZim 7Ll, whereas the tank circuit and
intrinsic SQUID ring noise components can yary as proportional to .L5l6

[Kur 73, Jac 75]. In [P7] we have derived the effective flux-transfer factors
in the two cases where the noise is proportional to Lrlz and, tr. These
flux-transfer factors do not give the right value of the transported flux
but can be used in the maximization of the signal-to-noise ratio. 

l

5"2-5. Gradiometers

The detection coil which is normally used for biomagnetic measure.
ments has a gradiometer structure for attenuation of the magnetic noise*'
from remote sources. The first order SQUID gradiometer flrst described by
Zimmerman f?imTLl consists of,t'wo coaxial coils wound in opposite direc-
tions and separated by the distance termed the baseline. In the s5rmmetric
gradiometer the coils have equal areas and an equal number of turns. The
first order gradiometer measures the spatial gradient of the magnetic flux
density. The fi.rst order gradiometers have been used by many groups and
their fitness for use has been shown also without magaetic shielding on
remote measuring sites [Zim 71, Saa 78,Kat 81b]. Special structures have
been developed for the current source detection, the "2D"-structure of
Cohen [Coh 83] and the same kind of flgure-eight shaped gradiometer of
Zimmerman for brain research [Zim 81]. A gradiometer shows a loss of
sensitivity when compared to a single coil magnetometer:of the same total
inductance because the magnetie field energy detected is divided amoug
all elements and less etrerg'y is coupled to the SQUID lzim77l.I-n the first
order gradiometer with identical coils the reduction of sensitivity when
compared to a magnetometer is l/t/Z.In an asymmetric gradiometer the
area of the upper compensation or seeond coil is made greater and its
inductance is thus lower. The sensitivity of the asymmetric gradiometer is
higher because the induetance of the pick-up coil can be increased while
the total inductance remains the same lzim 771.

A second order gradiometer for biomagnetic research has been
analyzed by Baule and McFee [Bau 70] and used for the first time in
cryogenic measurement by Opfer et al. [Opf 741. A perfectly balanced
second order gradiometer rejects in addition to the uniform field also the
uniform gradient fi.eld. Brenner et pl. have demonstrated this by measur-
ing a visually evoked field of the human brain in a normal laboratory
[Bre 75]. Wikswo has studied the effect of the second order gradiometer's
dimensions on the sensitivity of the detection of a current dipole when
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eompared to a sSrmmetrie first order gradiometer and a magaetometer

fwik 78], Barbanera et al. have measured a good quality MCG and MEG
in an unshielded environment using a second order gradiometer [Bar S1a].
Williamson et al. haye made brain studies with excellent results using a
second order instrument without shielding il a normal laboratory at New
York University [Wil 81].

Vrba et aI. have presented a study of the spatial diserimination in
SQUID gradiometers and the performance of a third order gradiomeder

fVrb 821. The constructi,on of their 3rd order grad.iometer is asymmetric
and the baseline between all coils is constant. The measured white noise
level of the 3rd order system is 30-50 fT,*"fffztlz. Bruoo and Costa
Ribeiro [Bru 83] have eonstrueted a s;rmmetric third order gradiom.eter
for magnetocardiography and have found that, although the calculated
signal-to-noise ratio of the second order gradiometer is better than that of
the third order gradiometer, the real signal-to-noise ratio of the third order
system in a measurement situation was better because of the attenuation
of the second order gradients of the noise field.

5.2.6. Ea,lancing

The value of the balance of a first order gradiometer is most con-
veniently thought of as the common mode rejectiou ratio of the iustru-
ment. The mechanical inaccuracy of the gradiometer construction limits
the available initial balance to a level of the order of one percent [Rom 82,
P5l. The imbalance can be eaused by difrerent areas of the gradiometer
loops or by the fact that the planes of the loops are not exactly paral-
lel. In the second and higher order structures the difference in baseline
length causes imbalance for a gradient field. The magnetometer sensitivity
vectors [Wyn 75, Gif 76, Jaw B0] are proportional to the area vectors
which are perpendicular to each coil and are a function of many variables,
such as the"parameters of the superconducting circuitry, temperature and
the frequency of the applied magnetic field. The difierence of the vectors
describes the imbalance of the,gradiometer. The axial imbalance exists
when the magnetometer sensitivity vectors are parallel but have different
magnitudes. The second type of imbalance occurs when the directions of
the vectors are noi the same. This transverse or radial imbalance causes
a magnetometer response in the direction perpendicular to the axis of the
coils. Vrba and McCubbin have presented an analysis of the vector and
tensor description of a fi.rst-order balancing procedure and an experimen-
tal apparatus for the measurements [Vrb 83].

The most widely used method for balancing a gradiometer is the
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uEe of moveable supereonducting tabs, discs or loops of wire [Ove 78,
Ait 781. The achieved final balance depends on the homogeneity of the
magnetic field used for balancing and the mechanical accuracy of the
tuning system. The reported imbalance achieved by using this method is
at its best of the order of 1 ppm. We have used this balancing method for
our fi.rst order gradiometer used for the fetal magnetocardiographic studies

[Pa]. The gradiometer is asymmetric with a 160 mm baseline having a 28
mm and 48.5 mm diameter in the proximal and distal coils, respectively.
The gradiometer was balanced with thin superconducting discs having the
diameter of 10 mm. The balancing was made using a Braunbek-McKeehan
type coil set to produce the homogeneous magnetic field [Bra 34, McK
30, Pit 63]. The coil set consists of six eoaxial circular loops with equal
curents. The maximum loop diameter is 80 cm and the position accuracy
is of the order of 0.5 mm. Theoretically the ffeld of the coil eet has an
inhomogeneity of the order of 10-6 in a volume having a 30 cm diameter.
The frequency used in balancing was a few hertz.

Also small auxiliary coils or mini gradiometers in series with the main
gradiometer have been used for balancing [Opf 74, Bre77l. The coupling of
the field component to a balance eoil is varied by changing the position of
a tubular superconducting ehield around the coil. The obtained imbalance
of 10-a - 10-6 has been reported. This method is not so effective as the
use of superconducting vanes because the balance coils are a part of the
flux-transformer and thus impair the flux-transfer factor.

The balancing of the uniform gradient field in the secoud order
gr:adiometer can be made as has been shown by Barbanera c* aI". They
have presented two versions of a second order gradiometer. In one version
the baseline of the lower first order gradiometer is externally adjustable
and i:r another the position of the top coil can be adjusted axially. The
obtained imbalances for uniform gradient in the two versions are 10-B and
10-4, respeetively [Bar 81a, Bar 81,b]

5.3. Multichannel SQUID ma,gnetometers

The first SQUlD-magnetometer which simultaneously measures three
diflerent field components at the sensitivity level comparable to the
biomagnetic signals was presented by Shirae et ol. in 1981 [Shi 81]. The
system is based on the faet that a single RF-circuit normally coupled
to on-e SQUID can be used to monitor a number of RF-SQUIDs simul-
taneously. The advantage of this method is that only one RF-circuit and
RF-amplifier ate needed. AIso the problems which arise from the cross
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talk and interfereaces.when several tank circuits with different pump fre.
quencies are used, are avoided with this method. However, to achieye ac-
ceptable performance the SQUIDs which are fabricated on the sarne sub-
strate must.have very closely matched characteristics so that the optimum
RF-biasingrlevel is the sn.me for all of them. Shirae has attained a sen-
sitivity of IpT lE ztlz cm when. measuring three orthogonal magnetic field
gradients. The noise level is a little too high for real time biomagnetic
detection.

Varpula et al. reported in 1982 a three-axis differential SQUID mag-
netometer eapable of detecting simultaneously the three components of the
megnetic field vector with a sensitivity of 28fT,,*"/Ez1/z [Var S2]. Their
system consists of three completely separate SQUID electronics which
work on different pump frequencies.

Ehnholm et al. [Ehn 81] have used also separate electronic units
and diferent RF-frequencies for a seven-channel SQUID magnetometer
designed for magnetoencephalographic studies. The detected flux is
coupled to each SQUID through a so called flux guide. It is a supercon-
ducting tube in which the hole is like a furnel and increases the flux
density in the rrarrow opeuing. Thus the flux-transformer is not needed.
In both of these systems where di-fferent RF-frequencies are coupled to
the SQUIDs, difficult problems arise from the mutual coupling and inter-
ferences between the SQUIDs.

Ilmoniemi et al. have reported a four-chan-nel SQUID magnetometer
for brain researeh. They have used commercial hybrid SQUIDs and
separate commercial electronic units. The interferences eaused by differeut
pump frequencies are eliminated by careful shielding and appropriate
detector design [nm 8a].

5.3. 1. Multiplexe d S QLIID vectormagnetometer

Our three channel SQUID vectormagnetometer is mainly desigaed
for vectormagnetocardiographic studies [P5]. The method can be used,
however, in any multichannel magaetometer applicatiou. The system is
accomplished with commercially available RF-SQUIDs. A multiplexed sys-
tem which makes it possible to maintain three separate flux-locked loops
alternately is constructed by using a normal SQUID electronics unit as a
base. The Shirae system [Shi 81] works with frequency division multiplex-
ing (FDM), whereas our system is time division multiplerred (TDM). One
of each SQUID is monitored at a time, whereas the feedback is connected
continuously. The main adyantages of this method are that there is no
need for any special SQUID construction, onlX one SQUID is monitored
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at a time and the snme pump frequeney can be used for all SQUIDs' The

two last factors make it possible to avoid the cross talk and interferences

through the SQUIDs and the detection coils.

In the system, each detection coil is connected to one of the three

RF-SQUIDs [P5] . The SQUIDs are thin-fi.Im SQUIDs with four loops

parallel across a Nb-NbO"-Pb tunnel junction designed and constructed

by Ehnholm et aI. [Ehn 75]. The RF-curent injection, audio frequency

sub-carrier signal and feedback are coupled separately to each SQUID

and the radio frequency and audio modulation frequency oscillators are

commor for all SQUIDs, Fig. lb in [P5]. The amplitude modulated RF-

voltages over the SQUID tank circuits are fed to three separate RF-
preamplifiers. Afber amplification the RF-signals are coupled alternatively
io the main RF-amplifier using RF-switches. The multiplexing frequency

of 10 kHz is one third of the audio modulation frequency ald syncronized

to it. The multiplexed sigual is further amplified in the main RF-ampliffer,

detected in the AM'deteetor and coupled to the phase sensitive lock-in
amplifier. After passing this section the signals are separated by sampl+'

and-hold circuits and integrated, The flux-locked loop is closed through the
feedback netrrork so that the locking to a given number of flux quanta is

meintained. There thus exist three separate parallel loops. The main part
of the electronics: Rtr'-amplifier, am-detector, phase-sensitive amplifier,

RF- and AF-oscillators and reset circu'it is common to all channels.

The equivalent flux noise of the magnetometer system with the

SQUID's signal coil open tvas measured to be 7.5'10-50of Ezrl2. This
noise where the preamplifier's noise dominates is calculated to represent

the equivalent magnetic field noise of 2LfT,*,lEztlz with the detector

whose calibration coeffi.cient was measured to be 56 pT/V. However, the
noise in a real measurement situation is limited by the background noise

of 40!Tr*"f Eztlz in the Tampere magnetically shielded room [P9]. In the
multiplexed system the noise tends to increase because of the reconstruc-

tion error which couples back to the sQUID through the feedback. Also

the zliasing effect increases noise because an effective antialising fllter can

not be used on the sampled wave which is a radio frequency signal carrying
the information on the SQUID's state.

5.3.2. \Iector gra,diometer

varpula et, al. bzlJe presented ,a yector gradiometer ,construetion for
the measurement of the three orthogonal components of the magnetic field

vector fvar 82, sep 83]. Their deteetor consists of three separate first-order
gradiometers wound on two cubic phenolic cores. In each gradiometer
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both coils are formed by two square'shaped loops with side/distance-ratio
equal to r/5. tnis is determiled so that the two-coil system measures the
magnetic field value at the centre of symmetry of the loops within the
third order'of the Taylor series expansion. Thin niobium tubes have been
used to reduce the parasitic lead inductances.

The vector gradiometer used in our multiplexed vector magnetometer
is specially designed for the unipositional lead system [Lek 82, PE]. The
detector consists of three fi.rst-order asymmetric gradiometers wound od a
common fiberglass eore. The x-gradiometer which measures the component
perpendicular to the patient's chest has a coaxial structure, whereas in the
y- and z-directions there are coplanar gradiometers. No additional balanc-
ing system has been used. The use of superconducting discs for the balanc-
ing is impossible because of the intercoupling between the gradiometers.
Also, the other method which uses balancing coils takes a lot of space and
is mechanically difficult to realize.

In the study fP7] we haye optimized the dimensions and the structure
of a vectorgradiometer with respect to the available signal-to-noise ratio
for a limited space in the measurement cryostat when the gradiometers are
coupled to thin-film SQUIDs. Il addition to the sensitivity requirement,
the effect of the dimensions and- number of turns of the pick-up coil on the
accuracy of determining the MFV from the measured magnetic flux was
also examined. The baseline of the gradiometer was determined on the
basis of the proximity effect. The source type had only a minor effect on
the optimal dimensions. In all cases three different basic structures were
optimized, one symmetric and two asymmetric gradiometers where the
ratio between the areas of the second coil and the pick-up coil was 2 and
3, respectively. The dependence of the system noise on SQUID's effective
self-inductance and its effect on the s/N-ratio were examined with different
values of the coupling coeff.eient. The optimization was made for the x-
gradiometer with circular coils in three cases where the distance from the
source to 1) the center of the pick-up coil, 2) the lower end of the pick-up
coil and 3) the periphery of the pick-up coil in the y-direction was fixed. In
the y- and z-gradiometers the optimization was made with both circular
and rectangular coils when the distance from the source to the periphery
of their pick-up coil was fixed.

If only one component (x-component) is measured and the distance
from the cryostat to the source is ffxed, the highest signal is obtained
with the symmetric gradiometer rfhen the maximum coil radius R*u, is
below 40 mm. With all gradiometer types the S/N-ratio increases when
the length of the second coil increases. For the symmetric case the length
of the pick-up coil should be as short as possible, whereas for both asym-
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metric cases arr optimum length ca,p be found. In the vector gradiometer
the optimum dimensions of the x-gradiometer depend on the structure of
the y- and z-gradiometers. With circular y- and z-coils the x-gradiometer
with the area ratio of 2 has the maximum S/N-ratio. It is 2 dB better
than the symloetric one when Rron :40 mm. When the y- and z-coils

are rectangular, the S/N-ratios of different structures of the x-gradiometer
are quite close to each other. [n the y- and z-gradiometers with circular
coils both aforementiored asymmetric gradiometers are clearly better th[n
the symmetric one.'W'ith rectangular coils the S/N-ratios are about 2 dB
higher than with eircular coils. When the pick-up coil radius is greater

llnan tO76 of the measurement distance, the coil dimensions should be

designed carefully for accurate results. The optimum ratio betweep the
length and radius of the coil is of the order of 1.7 when the turu den-

sity is high. ff the coil consists of only a few turns, the optimum ratio
approaches 1. Calculations with rectangular coils show that they need a

longer measurement distance than circular coils with the same dimensions

for equal results.
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6. MAGNETTC SI{MLDING

ln many research areas there is an increasiug,demand for a space
which is shielded against electromagnetic fields. At high frequencies t[e
magnetic field vector B and the electric field vector E always exist together
and thus the magnetic shielding and electrostatic shielding are one and
the same thing. At very low frequencies,these two vectors can exist almost
independently and are shielded separately [Coh 70].

There exist four methods which can be used for the magnetic shield-
iug:

- superconductivity,
- ferromagnetic shielding,
- eddy current shielding,
- active compensation of the maguetic ffeld.

If a very small magnetically shielded enclosure is needed, a supereon-
dueting shield is the best alternative. The size of the shield is limited
by the cryostat's inner dimensions and the shielded volume is in liquid
helium. Model experiments with a superconducting helmet for the mag-
netoenchephalographic measurem.ents have been made by Hoeuig and
Gassinger [Hoe 81]. However, a larger superconducting shield where there
is a room temperature space for the subject has not been constructed, al-
though there exist large superconducting coils for NMR-studies [Kun 62,

Ber 821.

8.1. Ferromagnetic shields

For the passive shielding of low-frequency and static maguetic fields
a sofb ferromagnetic material with permeability of the order of 104 is
normally used. The sofb magnetic material forms a low-reluctance way for
the magnetic flux. The attenuation of the field inside the shield depends
on the permeability of the material and the wall thickness and the shape
of the shield. The region of interest is enclosed partially or completely by
one or more ferromagnetic shells. fhis type of shieldiug is effeetive in the
frequency range from DC to a few megahertz [Coh 70].

The ferromagnetic shielding theory and the mathematical formulae
have been presented by many researchers [Coh 07b, Mag 81, Kel 82]. It
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has been shown that the multilayer shield with the appropriate separation
between the shells is more efrective than a single, thick-walled shield of
equal mass,[Mag 81, Kel 81]. The efiective permeability of the soft mag-
netie material can be increased by shaking with a strong line-frequency
magnetic fleld with a,factor 2 - 3 [Coh 67c, Kel 81]. The maguetic shields
are in practice supplemented with eddy-current shields to increase the at-
tenuation on high frequencies because it is diff.cult to bring about good
megnetic contact between the different ferromagnetic parts and still avoid
mechanical stress that reduces the permeability fErn 83].

The fust ferromagnetic shield for biomagnetic measurement was used
by Safonov et oL when they measured MCG with induction coils in a
steel chamber in 1967 [Saf 07]. Odehnal ef al. have used two coa:rial steel
cylinders with an interior diameter of 0.03 m and a wall-thickness of 10

mm. The length of the enclosure, both of whose ends were open, was 1.7

m and the subject for measurement was placed in a horizontal position
inside the shield. The 50 Hz line frequency field was attenuated 34.8 dB
by the enclosure lode 781.

The fust large-volume cubical magnetic shield ryag constructed by
Patton and Fitch in 1962 [Pat 62]. Large ferromagnetic shields have been
designed and eonstructed by Cohen at the University of Illinois [Coh
67bl and at the Massachusetts Lnstitute of Technology (MIT) [Coh 70].
The Illinois room consists of two ferromagaetic layers and one layer of
aluminium with a shielding factor of 400 at low frequencies. The shielded
room at MIT has the shape of a polyhedron rhombicuboctahedron and is
made with three layers of 1.0 mm thick high-p sheets and two 6.3 mm thick
aluminium shells. The shielding factor of 2000 has been obtained at low
frequencies. IMikswo has reported a magnetic shield used for magnetocar-
diographic measurements at Stanford University [Wik 75]. The shield is
a 7.6 m deep ten-sided two-layer mol5permalloy and aluminium cylinder
with an inner diameter of 2 m. The depth of the shield eliminateq the need
for a cover or door. The reported DC field in the experimental area is less

than 10-7 T and the 60 Hz field less than 10-e T.

The Otaniemi magnetically shielded room at Helsinki University of
Technology consists of three concentric cubic shells each made of two
crossed mumetall layers on a 5 mm thick aluminium plate and covered
with a 2 mm aluminium plate [Kel 8I-] . The length of the inner edge of
the cube is 2.45 m. The shielding fqctor afber demagnetization of the walls
and with doors installed was measuled to be 104 for a statlc field and more
than 105 in the frequence range from 0.5 Hz to several hundred hertz. The
50 Hz magnetic field in the room is 200 fT,*"f EzLl2. The background
mrgnetic noise level was measured before and afber the construction of
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the shield uging a SQUID magnetometer. onJy the low-frequency part of
the external noise was deteeted inside the shield and the white noise level
was inferred to be well below the magnetometer's noise and of the order
of L fT,rorf Ezrlz.

The magnetically shielded room at the Physikalisch-Technische
Bundesanstalt in \Mest Berlin cousists of a cubic eddy current shield of
2.25 m inner dim-ension made of 1.5 cm thick copper plate enclosed by pix
concentric shells of mumetall, each of which is a double-layer [Mag 81].
The total thickness of the mumetall is 18.2 mm and the weight about 10
tons. The shield is maintained at a constant temperature by the thermal
insulation between the shells and by controlling the ventilation in the air-
jacket. The illumination system of the room is realized by using fiberglass
light conductors. The shielding factor for very low frequencies is 10a and
increases to 4'105 at about 7 Hz and to 108 at 1 kHz [Ern sl]. The interual
background noise level has been measured using a SQUID magnetometer
and reported to be 3f Trro" f E zt /2 f or frequencies down to 5 Hz [Rom 82].

Koga and Nagamura have reported a magnetically shielded room
at Ibaraki in Japan. The shield is a rounded cube made of three shells
each consisting of 2 mm permalloy and 5 mm aluminium plates. The
attenuation of the 50 Hz field is 80 dB [Kog 83].

0.2. Eddy current shields

In the eddy current method the shielded region is enclosed by one or
more shells of a good conductor. This method is eflectiye only for time.
varying magnetic fields which induce circulating currents in the conduct
ing material so that their magnetic flelds tend to cancel the changes of the
impressed magnetic field (Lenz's law). The shielding increases in efficiency
with increasing frequency. The shielding factor depends on the conduc-
tivity of the material as well as on the wall-thickness and dimensions of
the shield.

The physical description and calculations for an eddy current shield-
ing of a conducting cylinder have been given by Kaden [Kad bg]. The
shielding factor of an eddy current shield can be derived by approximat-
ing the shield with a long rectangular cylinder as made by Zimmerman
lZim 771 and shown in [P1] (Eq. 1). It shows that the shield acts as a
fust order system whose time constant r depends on the conductivity and
physical dimensions of the shield. Mager [Mag 31] and Ern6 [Ern 83] have
presented the shielding factor at high frequencies when the skin depth
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of the field:is much lets than the wall-thickness, and on the other hand
on low frequencies when the ski:a depth is greater than the wall-thickness.
They have shown that for a good magnetic shielding the shield wall should
be much thicker than the skin depth 6 which is expressed as

6 : lplbtr,lr"ilfl' , (24)

where p is the resistivity of the shielding material and / is the frequency
of the field.. I

The magnetically shielded room in Boulder desigued by Zimmerman
is made of aluminium alloy sheets with resistivity about 5O 96 greaher
than with pure aluminium. The top and bottom are 38 mm, and the sides
and ends 44 mm thick. The inside dimensions are 183cmX 183cmX 235cm,
with a 45 cm wide doorway. The entry forms a short 45 cm long tun-
nel. This aets as a wave-guide on low-frequencies beyond the cutoff [Zim
771. This is the best alternative because it is difrcult to obtain a high-
conductive contaet between a door and the enclosure. The attenuation of
the shield is 46 dB at 60 Hz. This eddy current shield is equipped with an
enclosed soft-iron shell.

In addition to the use of the eddy current shielding together with fer-
romagnetic shields, also pure eddy current shields have been constructed.
The shields are made of thick aluminium plate to form a rectangular or
cubic shape, Fig. 3 in [P9], according to Zimmerman's design.

Our eddy current shield [P1, Pg] is constructed from 45 mm thick
afuminium plate with the outer dimensions 2mX2mX2m. The doorway
is made as a 0.5 m wide and 0.8 m long eorridor. The conductivity of the
aluminium,is 3.6. 107 S/m. All seams are welded completely through the
plate. However, Zimmerman has shown that by welding the seams on both
sides oaly to a depth of a few millimetres the total peripheral resistance
of z 2 m enclosure with 45 mm wall-thickness will increase only a few
percent lZim 771. To avoid interferences induced by mechanical vibrations
of the laboratory floor our shield is equipped with pneumatic dampers. A
plywood floor is ffxed with brass rods to the laboratory floor and isolated
mechanically from the shield. The measured attenuations for the 50 Hz
m*gnetic field are 44 dB in the vertical direction and 46 dB and 50 dB
in the y- and z-direction, respectively [P1]. The lower attenuation values
in the x- and y-direction are explained by the higher resistivity of the
peripheral current path interrupted by the doorway. The leaking of the
magnetic field through the doorway decreases the experimental area with
maximum attenuation. One way to enlarge the area is to construct the
corridor outwards [Ber 81].

Stroink et al. }:zve used high purity aluminium plate with a thick-
ness of 1.88 cm for their eddy current shield whose outer dimensions are
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3.66mX2.r14mX2.49m [Str 81]. The entrance is made similar to the con-
structions discussed previously, having a width of 0.84 m and a length of
1.17 m. The shield is laid on a concrete floor without any dampers for
the mechaaieal vibrations. The gradients of the 60 Hz magnetic field have
been fould to attenuate by the same factor as the field. The measured
second-order gradient attenuatedfrom 100 pT to 0.6 pT i.e. 44.4 dB when
the shield was installed. Stroink et oL have also measured the time con-
stant of the shield to a nonuniform fleld produced by a small coil outside
the shield. They found that localized noise sources should be at least as
far from the wall of the shield as the dimension of the shield, if the full
benefit of the shielding is to be realized.

Bercy et al.have analyzed different shapes ofeddy current shields and
performed model experiments with rectangular and hexagonal (cylinder
approximation) shapes on a 1/5 scale [Ber 81]. According to their results
the shape of the shield has only a minor effect on the maximum available
attenuation. However, the shape of the shield affects the size of the zone
of maximum attenuation. Berce et al. hzve chosen a cubic geometry with
a large doorway for use in a hospital environment. The shield is installed
on a suspetrded concrete platform to attenuate mechanieal vibration. The
white noise level in the shield is measured to be 50/{, *"f Ezllz [Nic 8B].

8.3. detive shielding

The shielded region can be enclosed by coils.which produce with
appropriate currents a field which compensates for the external noise field.
The currents which are passedthroughthe coils are driven by detectors at
the position for the best shielding. Active shielding is efrective from DC to
frequencies near the resotrance of the coils. However, if the active shielding
is used together with a passive shield, its applicability is determined by
the properties ofthe passive shield on higher frequencies. The attenuation
of the magnetic noise depends.on the sensitivity of the deteetors, their
locations and the type of the magaetic noise fleld.

0.8.1. DC fleld compensation

The steady magnetic field of the earth can always be cancelled by
three orthogonal magnetic field components with appropriate strengths
and directions. The accuracy of the compensatiou inside a volume depends
on the sum of the in-b"omogeneities of the two fields (the compensating
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field and the field to be compensated) inside this volume. Because the
earth's static fleld can be expected to be relatively homogeneous, the
compensating coils are normally designed to produce a magnetic fleld with
high homogeneity in a large volume.

Garrett has presented the theory based on Legendre's pol5rnoms to
calculate the dimensions of a circular coil set to produce the required
homogeneity [Gar 51]. Pittman and Waidelich [Pit 63] have analyzed
diflerent circular coil sets using Garrett's theory. The field strength oi a
circular coil can be ealculated also by using elliptic integrals fWeb 54, Gar
63, Vau 72]. The magnetic fleld of a rectangular coil has been studied by
Weber and Bloom et aI. [Web 54, Blo 65] and the square coils by Kakuno
and Gondo [Kak 76]. [f the coil set is symmetric, all odd derivatives of the
fleld are zero at the origin [Bre 69]. In order to obtain a homogeneous field
it is necessary to eliminate only the even derivatives of higher order. In
practice, the derivatives higher than the sixth order have no essential effect
on the field homogeneity in the space around the origin. For example, for
the Braunbeh-McKeehan t5pe coil set consisting of three symmetric coil
pairs with equal ampere tutns,. all even derivatives up to the 10th order
are zero [Pit 63]. However, it should be noted that in a real situation the
positioning accuracy of the coils for such a result is impossible to obtain.

The DC compensation coils have been designed and coustructed by
many groups in biomagnetic research [Coh 70, Zim 70, Kel 82, Dur 83,
Mer 831. Our compensation coil system consists of three coil sets with
four rectangular coils in each [P9]. The dimensions of the vertical coils
are solved according to the method of Kakuno and Kondo [Kak 70], and
the horizontal coils experimentally on the basis of the square coil solution.
The coils are powered by a three channel current source capable of feeding
a maximum current of 2 A for each coil set. The low-frequecy change of
the DC compensation field afber the warmup of the source is below 5 nT,
a-ud the line frequency noise belo'qrr the level of the externally coupled line
frequency interferences.

The compensation field distribution was measured wiih a fluxgate
magnetometer using a square-waye feeding current. The frequency of the
square-wave was 0.05 Hz, which is higher than the externally coupled low-
frequency magnetic field fluctuations and on the other hand lower than
the frequency of the eddy current shield determined by its time constant.
The sensitivity of the measurement was about 1 nT. In all directions the
shape of the compensation field was the same as calculated theoretically.
Also the distribution of the inhomogeneity follows the theory. However,
the measured inhomogeneity is to some extent higher than the theoretical
values.
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This DC compensatiou system has been used in all YMCG-recordings

[P8] where it is important that the susceptibility signal generated by
the intracardiae blood changes is eliminated. Also the effect of the DC
compensation on the attenuation of the noise induced by the vibration
and moving of the measurement Dewar and the shield has been clearly
demonstrated.

6.3.2. AC ffeld eompensation i

The active AC compensation needs a sensor which can accurately
detect the variations of the fleld. If the sensor is inside the passive shield,
its seirsitivity must be at least equal to the sensitivrty of the measure-
ment instrument. If the sensor is outside the shield, its location must be
chosen so that the magnetic flux density detected by the sensor is propor-
tional to the magnetic flux in the origin generated by the compensation
coil. On higher frequencies this proportionality may be very complicated.
fhis one sensor for one compensation fi.eld component ean cancel only
a homogeneous magnetic noise field. If one needs to compensate for a
gradieut field noise caused by nearby Bources, more Eensors must be used
to detect the strength and direction of the gradient. This complicates the
system and lowers its flexibility.

Many research groups have used fluxgate magnetometers to compen-
sate for an active magnetic field. Ross and Garment have reported a com-
pensation method where a 50 nT fleld was compensated for at frequencies
below 20 Hz [Ros 69]. Kelhn et al.have reported a closed loop active com-
pensatioa system used in their magnetically shielded room [Kel 82]. The
fluxgate sensor measures the field component along the symmetry axis of
the eompensation coils and a controller adusts an appropriate compensa-
tion current. The best demonstrated improvement of the shielding factor
due to the active compensation is more than 50 at 0.1 Hz [Kel 82]. Buncick
et ol. lnzv:e obtained a compensation aceuracy of 0.5 nT. Their system is
based on a microprocessor, which samples the maguetic field through three
fluxgate magnetometers and AfD-converters and forms a field nullifying
system. The eompensator has a recoyery time of 2-3 s to the transients of
the field [Bun B3]. I-n systems with induction coil magnetometer sensors
the main purpose has been to compensate the line frequency field com-
ponents. Hand has obtained a 20 dB attenuation on line frequency using
a coil tuaed to that frequency [Han 76].

Wb have studied the AC compensation with appropriate induction coil
detectors [P9]. The dimensions of the induction coils and their positions
were determined so that the magnetic flux density measuring the coil was
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equal to the flrnr densrty in the origin. By using phnse.shifthg networks
and an artificial magnetic noise,source a maximum attenuation of 15 dB
on the frequency range from 0.05 to 50 Hz was obtained. However, for the
normal external magnetic aoise the attenuation was only a few desibels.
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7. NOR]VIAL \A4CG

The aim of research in magnetocardiography is, to evaluate the diag-
nostic performance and clinical usefulness of the MCG. In determining
the diag:rostic performance we must filst know the normal MCG and
its statistical distribution. Afber that its diagnostic performance can be
studied in different heart diseases. To fullfiI the clinical requirements the
MCG should have at least the same theoretical level as the present clinical
electrocardiographic (ECG) and vector electrocardiographic (VECG) sys-
tems, which both are based on a frxed electric dipole model. In addition, its
sigual-to-noise ratio should be sufrcient, its sensitivity distribution in the
heart area should be as ideal as possible and its instrumentation should
be easy to use in routine clinical work.

7.1. Detection of \IMCG

We have performed the normal \IMCG studies by measuring the
magnetic heart vector (MIry with the corrected unipositional lead system

[P6, P8]. The magnetic heart vector as the model of the cardiac source is
analogous with the concept of the electric heart vector (EHV) which is the
source model of the normal YECG. The theoretical levels of both models
a^re equal.

The rseasuremeuts were carried out with the multiplexed SQUID
vector magnetometer [P5] in our magnetically shielded room [P1, P9]. The
VECG was recorded in additiou to the VMCG using the Frank lead system.
The recordings 'were made from 18 healthy subjects in all. The magnetie
field vectorwas measured aboye the heart at 26 points. Recordings at
different locations were made because it was desired to examine how
sensitive the corrected lead system is to the location of the detector.

lt was fou:rd that a 10 mm displacement of the detector in the frontal
plane around the optimal point of the corrected unipositional lead system
will give rise to a mearr error of 5" in the orientation and 6 Vo in the
magnitude of the maximum QRS vebtor. The effect of the detector distance
was examined by making the measurement above the optimal point with
two measurement distances, about 105 mm and 165 mm from the center
of the heart. The magnitude of the signal was found to decrease by 68
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Vo zl lhe distal point when compared to that in the proximal point. This
is less than would be expected accordi-ng to the dipole theory. However,
although the same kind of results have been obtained by other researchers

[Wik 75, Mal 76], this measurement at only two points is very sensitive to
the errors in the measurement distance. The effect of the orientation of
the MHY when measuring at the distal point was fould to be only 1" for
the maximum QRS vector and 9o for the maximum T vector.

I

7.2. Cotrparison of, thernorma,l MIIV and EHV

A total of 20 subjects was studied, but 2 of them were rejected from
the normal material because of the abnormal fi:ndings ia their VECG. The
18 subjects were included in the examination material, which was ensuted
to be normal according to values in YECG, and who had no history of
heart diseases. The material consisted of L4 males and 4 females of the
age 20 - 40 years.

The QBS loop of the normal MIIV is narrower than that of EHV.
The QRS loop is normally directed superiorly, posteriorly and leftwards.
The mean magnitude of the ma.:rimum MIIV is 45.5 pT measured at the
optimal point 35 mm from the skin. The direction,of inscription of the

QRS loop varies in YMCG more than that in the YECG. The T loop
of the normal MIIV is located in the same octant as the QRS loop and
directed similarly. The mean magnitude of the maximum T wave is 15 pT.
The spatial angle between the maximum QRS vector and thB maximum
T vector was found to be about 23".

The uearly inverse cube dependence on the measurement distance is
not a very serious problem as long as oue tries to make the measurements
at the same distance for every subject. It renders diff.cult, however, the
comparison of the amplitudes of MHV detected by various groups with
different distances. The amplitude criteria of the clinical VMCG can not
be as important as the criteria based on the direction of the MHV, which
is the case also in the present clinical VMCG.

The standard deviations of the EHV and MHV which are caused

by difierent individual variations are on ayerage of the same order of
magnitude. The direction of the toaximum MHV ranges less than that
of EHV, whereas the magnitude hds a slightly higher varlation angle than
that of the normal EHV. The angle between the maximum MHV and EHV
was fouad to be 98" t8" (SD) at the instant of the peak MHV, and 99" *8"
(SD) at the iastant of the peak EI{V. By displacing the detector about 2
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cm iaferiorly, the angle of 90" between the maximum MHY and Elfv was
detected. The angle between the maximum T vectors was found to be
102o * 13' (SD).

The ratio between the magnitude plots of the MI{V and EI{V during
the QRS complex describes the difference in relative sensitivities to the
electrical activity of the heart. During the first 10 ms of the QRS complex
the magnitude ratio is greater than 1, indicating that the MHV appears
stronger than the EHV at the beginning of the QRS complex. The next $0
ms, when the excitation is mainly radial, the ratio is less than 1, except
an about 20 ms period around the maximum, when the ratio is about 1.
About 00 ms from the onset of the QRS complex the ratio will reach a
minimum. At the end of the QRS complex, when the activatiou appesrs
more tangential, the ratio is about 1.5.

7.3. Works by other investigators

Rosen and Inouye haye made a study of the vector magaetocar-
diogram by mapping the VIVTCG eomponents on a plane above the chest
from twelve subiects [Ros 75]. wikswo has examined the spatial and tem-
poral variation of the VMCG for two normal subjects fwik ZE]. He has
estimated the x-axis position and velocity of the best-flt dipole during
the QRS complex by using the change in the fi.eld magnitude. He has
also demonstrated that the fields differed from those produced by a point
magnetic dipole. He also found that both techniques, VMCG and VECG,
have comparable sensitivity to respiration.

Malmiv-uo has recorded an YMCG from a normal subject with four
difierent lead systems and found that the recordings in all cases had a very
similar form [Mal 76]. The magnitude of the dipole moment of the MIIV
calculated by using a volume Eource approximation to correct the effect of
the magnetometer distance and the distal coil was found to be the same
within 16% aeearacy.

The largest VMCG study up to now has been made by Leifer et oI.
pei 811. They have examined the MHV of 20 normal subjects using the
ABC lead system and a detecting distance of about 120 mm from the
chest surface above the center of the heart. The direction of the MIfV
differs from our results by about 25o in the frontal plane and by about
2" in the sagittal plane when using the same multiplication coefrcients. In
the direction of the maximum T wave the difierences are slightly smaller.
Leifer has for:ad the angle of 77.2" * 10.5o between the maximum MHv
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atrd EIry. The statistical distributlons of the mean QRS aud T vectors

were in Leifer's study higher than those obtained in our research. Karp
et aI. ha,ve confirmed by using mapping technique that the electric aud
magnetic dipoles are roughly orthogonal in all six cases they studied [Kar
801. They also found that the dipolarity of the cardiac field is manifest

duri:rg the early QRS-complex.
Seppiinen et al. }ave made YMCG recordings using the mapping

method and presented real time-time VMCG projection loops of a nordal
subject [Sep 83].

The greatest drawback of previous VMCG studies is the limited num-

ber of subjects. Also the comparison of the results is difrcult because of
the different lead system, detector locations and detector construcpions.

In spite of the differences in the measurement methods the results of the
normal MHY presented in [P8] are in good accordance with the results
reported previously.
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8. SITMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This dissertation cousists of nine publications. The conclusions of the
studies presented in the publications can be summarized as follows: 

r

P1. This publication deseribes the design and coustruction of the thick-
walled aluminium eddy-current shield for biomagnetic measure-
ments. The shield is equipped with pneumatic dampers and a floor
without a contact to the shield. The attenuation of the shield
measured at line frequency is presented in three orthogonal direc-
tions. The attenuation is 44 dB in the vertical direction aud 46 dB
and 50 dB in the two horizontal directions. In two directions the
result is below the theoretical value of 50 dB. This is caused by the
doorway, and thus the strueture of the open door was found to have
a very important effect on the leaking of the field to the shield.

P2. The study of the noise reduction method with a matching input
transformer is presented in this paper. With this method it is possible
to obtain the optimum source resistanee which minimisee the noise
flgure of the amplifier used. The design and eonstruction of a low-
noise wide-bandwidth instrumentation transformer were presented
and its use ia a magnetometer applieation was demonstrated.

P8. The first three ehannel magnetometer capable of detecting simul-
taneously the magnetic heart vector components with the uniposi-
tional lead system was developed in this study using an induction
coil technique. The sensitivity of the magnetometer which operates
at room temperature was:measured to be 180 fTrrn"f EzL/z at 20
Hz. An example of the magnetic heart vector measurements was
presented and the noise properties of the instrument discussed.

P4. This study demonstrates the measurement of the fetal magretocar-
diogram in our magnetically shielded room. For the recording an
asymm.etric SQUID gradiometer system was developed and con-
strueted, which was balanced with superconducting discs.

P5" This publication outlines the three-chanael SQUID vector mag-
netometer which was designed especially for vector magnetocar-
diographic studies. A completely new method for the multiplex-
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iag of tlree SQIIIDB was developed. Thie method allows the use

of normal commercial rf SQUIDs and avoids the cross talk and in-
terferences between separate channels. A low-noise high-input im-
pedance preamplifier and a fast switch for low-level rf signals were
designed and constructed. The noise level of the multiplexed system
of 100 !Tr*"f Eztl'n , obtained. The usefulnees of the instrument
was demonstrated by measu:ing the magnetic heart vector in real
time from 20 subjects.

P0. The corrected u-nipositional lead system for vector magnetocardiog-
raphy is presented in this paper. This system has a simple geometry
consisting of three coils located above the point V2 of the stan-
dard ECG. A special instrumentation for the lead field studies was

developed and implemented. The properties of the lead system were
tested on the normal material by measuring the magaetic field vec-

tor at 26 points above the heart of eacb subject. The signal-to-noise
ratio of the lead was fouad to be sufrcient for clinical use.

P7 " This publication deals with the optimization of the structure
and dimensions of a vector gradiometer for negnetocardiogtaphie
studies. The gradiometer was optimized with reepect to the signal-
to.noise ratio when coupled to thin-fflm SQUIDT. The accuracy of
determining the magnetic dipole Eource from the measured magnetic
coil flux was examined with circular and rectangular coils in coa)dal

and planar gradiometers. The effective flux-transfer factor which
takes into account the interdependence of the equivalent flux noise

and the SQUID's self-inductauce was derived.

P8. This study describes the vector magnetocardiogram measured from
18 healthy subjects using,the cofrected unipositional lead system.
The mean direction and amplitude and the variation range of
the normal magnetic heart vector are pteseuted, The small sen-

sitivity of the magnetic lead to the displacement of the detector was

demoustrated. The relationship between the normal magnetic and
electric heart vectors was studied.

P9" The active compensation system to cancel the steady and low-
frequency magnetic field was designed and constructed. The DC
compensation system makes it possible to maiutain the field within
5 nT. The performance of the DC coil sets was measured and a

measurement method whieh is insensitive to the low'frequency field
fluctuations was d.eveloped. fhe AC compensation system for the
frequency range from a few hertz to 50 IIz was designed and tested.
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The maximum attenuation of 15 dB with induction coil sensors and
an artfficial noise was obtained.

The publications,preseuted in this dissertation are all results of group
efforts. The author has participated in all studies and performed most of
tbe magnetocardiographic mea,surements. He has particularly contributed
to the design and construction of the instrumentation developed in the
course of the research. The author has contributed also to writing the
manuscripts. The publications P2, P3, P4, P5, P7 and p"rt of Pg are
written by the author.
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